Are my toys different to
yours?

PLATFORM 1

Past— time that has already gone by and is something that has already happened.
Present— the period of time that is happening now, at this time.
Old— made or built long ago
New—made recently
Design— a plan to show the look and function of an object before it is made.
Make— putting parts together to create something.
Wheels— Circular object connected at the centre to a bar.
Axel— a rod that goes through a wheel.
Chassis—the base frame of a car.
Materials— what something is made out of.
Handmade— things that were created by hand.
Transparent– you can see through the object.
Autumn— the season after summer and before winter.

Christian—a person who is a believer in Christianity.

Toys in the past were very different to how they are now. Old

Prayer– a request for help addressed to God.

toys are sometimes still played with now like the teddy bear.

Children who were poor in the past would make their own toys out of different materials they could find. They would save their money to buy marbles. Girls from rich families would play with dolls and tea sets and boys
would play with toy soldiers and marbles. They might have

Old toys were usually made from different materials such as
wood, metal (tin), glass and fabric. Toys from now are usually made from plastic and might need batteries or electricity for
them to work. Old toys would have been handmade and would
cost a lot to make and a long time. New toys are

had rocking horses with a real horse mane.

now made by machines in factories and they use a

cheaper material, like plastic to make lots of toys in
large quantities.
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